Influence of drawing process parameters on forming of micro copper tube with straight grooves
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Abstract: Using high-speed oil-filled spinning method, high quality micro copper tube with straight grooves (MCTSG) with an outer diameter of 6 mm was obtained. Then, MCTSG with an outer diameter of 3−6 mm was fabricated successfully by multi-pass drawing processing method. The influence of drawing parameters on the forming of micro straight grooves was investigated based on the forming mechanism. The results show that the values of groove depth and width decrease, while the wall thickness increases as the drawing diameter decreases. At the same time, the groove depth and width increase, while the wall thickness decreases as the die angle increases. The drawing force increases as the reduction increases. Excessive copper tube reduction may results in groove folding and segmental teeth. The drawing force decreases firstly and then increases with the increases in die angle. When the die angle \( \alpha \) is 16°, the drawing force is the smallest, indicating 16° is the optimal angle.
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1 Introduction

Recently, with the trend of electronics processors towards higher performance and smaller packaging, the heat dissipation from these devices is growing and the heat flux is greater than ever, which threatens the life and reliability of today’s powerful microprocessors and semiconductors [1–2]. Micro heat pipe with high thermal conductivity, good isotherm performance, rapid heat response, small size and simple construction has already become the promising heat conduction components applied in electronic products [3–5]. Heat transfer performance of micro heat pipe depends mainly on wick structure in the inner surface of the pipe. The groove wick is widely applied to micro heat pipe. Micro heat pipe with groove wick conforms the miniaturization tendency of electronic device [6]. And micro grooves can be manufactured by ploughing and spin forming [7–8]. But due to the limitation of machining tool, only the heat pipe larger than 6 mm in diameter can be manufactured and it is difficult to manufacture heat pipe under 4 mm in diameter.

Tube drawing is a manufacturing process in which the cross sectional area of a tube is reduced by pulling it through a drawing die [9]. Due to versatility and good mechanical properties of the parts, drawing process is one of the most used metal-forming processes in the industrial field. The materials traditionally used in manufacturing processes are steels, aluminum and copper alloys [10–11]. Therefore, the tube drawing can be used to produce micro copper tube with straight grooves (MCTSG) with outer diameter of 6 mm even less than 4 mm. Recently, DECASTRO et al [12] found that the yield strength and shear strength increase with increasing die angle during the single pass or mul-tiple pass drawing, while the elongation decreases when \( \alpha \) increases. VEGA et al [13] researched the effect of the drawing process parameters on the copper-wire, then optimized the die design to obtain the copper wire with a best quality. MALBERG et al [14] concluded that the reduction and die angle influence the drawing stress and the powder compaction of the single filament superconducting wire during multi-step drawing. HERINGHAUS et al [15] investigated the microstructure change of Cu-20%Nb in the process of drawing through
optical and electron microscopy. However, there are few literatures about the effect of process parameters on the MCTSG forming during drawing. MCTSG with outer diameter of 3–6 mm is obtained using a combined method of high-speed oil-filled spinning and multi-pass drawing in this work. The forming process and mechanism of micro straight grooves are investigated. The influence of forming process parameters on drawing quality is also investigated. At the same time, the influence of the reduction and die angle on drawing force is analyzed also.

2 Experimental

2.1 High-speed oil-filled spinning and multi-pass drawing composite machining method

Micro copper tube with straight grooves (MCTSG) was manufactured by high-speed oil-filled spinning firstly. During the machining process, the combined action of drawing and extrusion was applied by multi-tooth tool, spinning balls and axial drawing force, as local plastic deformation took place on the tube’s inner surface. The forming process could be divided into two steps. First, the inner grooves began to form due to multi-tooth tool extrusion, and then, under the drawing and spinning force the grooves continued to grow. Fins and micro grooves developed after the metal uplifted by extrusion. It was uplifted continuously during the relative motion of workpiece and multi-tooth tool [16]. The high-speed oil-filled spinning process is shown in Fig. 1. The drawing process of MCTSG is shown in Fig. 2. MCTSG with an outer diameter of 6 mm was obtained by high-speed oil-filled spinning method firstly. After that, multi-pass drawing processing method was used to manufacture MCTSG with an outer diameter of less than 6 mm. The multi-pass drawing process of MCTSG was different from the smooth wall tube. It had to not only ensure the quality of final product, such as wall thickness, surface quality and property of material’s tissue, but also make sure that the multi-fin structure inside the tube was not destroyed.

In this multi-pass drawing experiment, MCTSG with outer diameter of 6 mm and 18 straight grooves was used. The diameter of the copper tube was reduced gradually, first from 6 mm to 5 mm and then to 4 mm and finally to 3 mm.

2.2 Experimental devices and conditions

Figure 3 shows the photos of axially micro straight grooved copper tube (the outer diameter is 6.0 mm and the number of straight grooves is 18) and multi-tooth tool.

The groove parameters of MCTSG manufactured by high speed oil-filled spinning method are listed in Table 1, where $t$ is the wall thickness; $h$ is the groove depth; $w$ is the groove width; $D$ is the drawing diameter.

![Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental setup of high-speed oil-filled spinning process: 1—Raw copper tube; 2—Radius reduction die; 3—Multi-tooth tool; 4—Steel ball; 5—Radius regulation die; 6—MCTSG; 7—Spinning body](image1)

![Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of experimental setup of multi-pass drawing process: 1—MCTSG; 2—Guiding device; 3—Fixture; 4—Drawing die; 5—Chuck jaw](image2)

![Fig. 3 Photos of axially inner grooved copper tubes (a) and multi-tooth tool (b)](image3)
Figures 4(a) and (b) indicate the photos of drawing die and the sketch of drawing die, respectively.

Table 1 Parameters of MCTSG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D/mm</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>t/mm</th>
<th>h/mm</th>
<th>w/mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Picture of drawing die (a) and sketch of drawing die (b): I—Reducing; II—Calibrating; III—Receding

3 Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the cross-sectional SEM images of MCTSG during multi-pass drawing. Figure 5(a) shows the images of MCTSG with an outer diameter of 6 mm and grooves number of 18. After the first drawing pass, the outer diameter is reduced to 5 mm, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Also, Fig. 5(b) shows that the groove width is changed more than the tooth thickness. It means that the dimensions of the inner grooves are reduced significantly. MCTSG after the second drawing pass is shown in Fig. 5(c). The outer diameter reduces from 5 mm to 4 mm, the wall thickness of copper tube becomes big and there is an arch effect in the inner grooves. If the arch effect is too large, the radial dimension of MCTSG will become uneven, then, the drawing force will increase, and the surface quality of the straight grooves after multi-pass drawing will be affected. The diameter of MCTSG becomes small after the third drawing pass. As illuminated in Fig. 5(d), the outer diameter is 3 mm and MCTSG has reached a relatively ideal structure. Therefore, during the multi-pass drawing process, the wall thickness, the groove width, the teeth height and the radial structure of the tube change significantly.

3.1 Effects of drawing diameter

The wall thickness of the MCTSG will be increased when the other characterization parameters are changed significantly during the multi-pass drawing process. The relationship between drawing diameter and geometric parameters of MCTSG is shown in Fig. 6. The structure parameters of the straight grooves copper tube before drawing are listed in Table 1. In the drawing process, the copper tube will deform because of the restriction effect of the drawing die under the drawing force.

The plastic deformation decreases gradually in radial from outer to inner surface while prolonging the copper tube in axial direction. The tube drawing is a three-dimensional stress process, which includes axial stress, radial stress, and tangential stress. The axial stress is tensile stress while the radial stress and tangential stress are compression stress. We can see that the wall thickness $t$, the groove depth $h$ and the groove width $w$ will change significantly as the drawing diameter $D$ changes. The groove depth and width decrease with decreasing the drawing diameter, and the wall thickness increases with the decreasing drawing diameter. The radial stress of the copper tube causes the increase of the wall thickness $t$ and the decrease of the groove depth $h$. The tangential stress of the copper tube causes the decrease of the groove width $w$.

3.2 Effect of die angle

The drawing die is the key part in the drawing
Die angle is the most important geometric parameter of the drawing die, and it will affect the stress in the multi-pass drawing process. The stress in the drawing process will affect the metal flow which may lead to different microstructures during the drawing process. The experiment shows how the die angle $\alpha$ affects the groove structure of copper tube during drawing. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the die angle and geometric parameters of MCTSG.

Within the die angle range in this experiment, the wall thickness decreases as the die angle increases. In the reducing area of the drawing die in the drawing process, the larger the die angle $\alpha$, the smaller the radial force is. Furthermore, the radial stress and radial strain will be smaller, which means that the radial metal flow will be less and slower. So, the increase rate of the wall thickness $t$ will be smaller. However, the groove depth $h$ and the groove width $w$ increase with increasing the die angle $\alpha$. It is a direct proportion relationship, which is opposite to the relationship between the wall thickness $t$ and the die angle $\alpha$.

### 3.3 Effects of drawing force
The deformation extent of MCTSG in the multi-pass drawing process affects the drawing force directly. And the deformation extent can be represented...
by the reduction in cross-sectional area. Define $\psi$ as the reduction and describe it as:

$$\psi = \frac{D_i^2 - D_0^2}{D_i^2}$$

where $D_i$ and $D_0$ represent the diameters of copper tube before the drawing process and after, respectively. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the drawing force $F$ and reduction $\psi$. As shown in the figure, the drawing force increases as the reduction $\psi$ increases. If the reduction $\psi$ is too large, the metal grain will slip continuously, which will lead to the increase of the stress of the plastic deformation resistance. So the work hardening effect will be greater. And then the grooves produced in the multi-pass drawing will be broken.

Figure 9 shows the SEM images of copper tube in axial section. Figure 9(a) shows the groove surface in axial section of copper tube with reduction of 36%, drawn from diameter of 5 mm to 4 mm. Figure 9(b) shows the grooves surface in axial section of copper tube with reduction of 43.8%, drawn from diameter of 4 mm to 3 mm. It is found that the copper tube with diameter of 4 mm has continuous and complete grooves, but the one with diameter of 3 mm has broken and folded grooves.

Therefore, continuous grooves with different depth-width ratios can be gotten by selecting proper reduction $\psi$ in the drawing. But if the reduction $\psi$ goes extravagantly, it will result in the drawing force significantly increasing and grooves folding. Thus, not only the strength but also the ductility of copper tube should be considered when choosing proper reduction $\psi$.

The main effect of die angle on the drawing force is that when different die angles are used, the arc length of the copper tube contacted with the die is different; consequently, the friction is different. The smaller the die angle $\alpha$ is, the longer the arc length contacts. So the area of the copper tube contacted with the die is larger, and the friction and the drawing force are larger. To decrease the contact area between the copper tube and the die, the die angle $\alpha$ should be increased. But if the die angle $\alpha$ exceeds too much, the streamline of the metal in the deformation area would be turned sharply, which leads to the increase of the strain in the deformation area. At the same time, the drawing force will also increase. Therefore, there should be a best die angle $\alpha$ to make the drawing force $F$ to achieve the smallest value. As shown in Fig. 10, the drawing force decreases firstly and then increases as the die angle $\alpha$ increases. When the die angle $\alpha$ is $16^\circ$, the drawing force $F$ has the smallest value.

4 Conclusions

1) MCTSG with an outer diameter of 3~6 mm was achieved by high-speed oil-filled spinning and multi-pass drawing composite processing. During the multi-pass drawing, the values of groove depth and width decrease with decreasing the drawing diameter $D$, while the wall thickness increases as $D$ decreases.
2) The Die angle is the most important parameter. The die angle will affect the stress in the multi-pass drawing process. The groove depth and width increase with increasing the die angle while the value of wall thickness decreases as \( \alpha \) increases.

3) The reduction and die angle are the two most important parameters, which influence the drawing force during drawing. The drawing force increases as the reduction increases. Large copper tube reduction results during drawing. The drawing force increases as the thickness decreases as with increasing the die angle while the value of wall thickness decreases as \( \alpha \) increases.
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